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Behaviour Policy 

At our Inset day in September, staff spent time reviewing and rewriting our 
school’s behaviour policy. At Bishops Down Primary School and Nursery we 
value and promote behaviour for learning and playing safely together. In  
order to create an environment where children and staff feel safe, we will 
follow our behaviour policy which outlines consistent values, consistent    
language, consistent visuals and consistent responses. 

Our policy is rooted in our ASPIRE values. Many of the strategies are          
underpinned by the work of Paul Dix – a respected behaviour specialist – in 
his book, ‘When the Adults Change, Everything Changes: Seismic Shifts in 
School Behaviour’.  

Our behaviour curriculum is underpinned by 3 easy to follow and understand 
principles:  

Safe  

Respectful  

Learn 

We have attached a parent’s guide to the Behaviour Policy to this document 
for you to read. Further information will be available on the website.  

 

 
Summer Reading Challenge                                                                                         
A huge thank you to those who took part in the  Bishops Down Sponsored 
Summer Read. With your support, the PSA have raised a magnificent £924 for 
our school. Amazing news! Thank you! Year 1 won the award for the most 
number of children taking part in the event and Year 3 raised the most    
sponsorship money. Well done.  

ASPIRE CERTIFICATES 

This term we will be focusing 
on our school values—ASPIRE. 
Each Friday a child will be  
chosen to receive a                
certificate because they have     
demonstrated one of our 
school value. This week we 
have focused on the value—
Independence 
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Lucas 

Lucinda 

Eden 

Archie 

Niamh 

 

PARKING 

Unfortunately, we have      

received a number of            

complaints from the school’s 

neighbours regarding               

inconsiderate, and often illegal, 

parking by parents accessing 

the school in the mornings and 

afternoons, including parking 

across private driveways.                                       

If you do need to drive to drop 

off or collect your child please 

park considerately and ensure 

you are not  obstructing drives, 

garages or access to 

roads.  Please be respectful of 

our neighbours and other  

members of the                    

community. 

We appreciate your support in 

this matter. 

 


